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This paper (the second of two parts) settles the decidability status of several properties of 
derivations in EOL systems (forms). In particular we show that the so called “one-to-many 
simulation” among EOL forms is decidable, solving in this way an open problem from [6]. We use 
a more general mathematical framework, based on the theory of well-quasi-orders, developed in 
Part I of this paper 121. 
Introduction 
Analysis of derivations in various kinds of grammars constitutes a very important 
part of research in formal language theory (see, e.g., [3 and 81). Such an analysis is 
very crucial within the theory of grammatical similarity (see, e.g., [6, 7 and 91). In 
the first part of the paper we have developed a general mathematical framework, 
based on the theory of well-quasi-ordering, to deal with some (decision problems 
concerning) properties of derivations in EOL systems (forms). In this paper we apply 
results from [2] to settle the decidability status of several problems concerning the 
possibilities of simulation of one EOL form by another. In particular we show that 
the “one-to-many simulation” among EOL forms [6] is decidable. This result 
together with [l] demonstrates that both fundamental simulation lemmas from [6] 
(“one-to-many” and “many-to-one”) are effective. 
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1. One-to-many simulation in EOL forms 
The general technique used in the proofs is the following. If we have to decide 
about a property P concerning two EOL systems e and G’, i.e. decide whether or not 
P(G, G’), first a third EOL system is constructed which carries “enough 
information” about ~7 and G’. Then basic languages (over BUZZ?) R1 and Rz are 
defined in a way that they “control the property P”. Then K, =R, n@*.Q* and 
K2 =K2n 8*f2* yield (using finite substitutions (D and w originated from G) the 
sequences r(K,, K2) and p(K,, K2) = L1, L,, . . . (see [2, Section 31). Then it will be 
proved that P(G, G’) if and only if there exists a positive integer I such that the axiom 
of G belongs to L,. Since the latter question is a decidable one (see [2, Theorem 3. l]), 
the effectiveness of all above constructions yields the decidability of the property P 
for any two EOL systems (7 and G’. 
Before presenting our first decidability result concerning EOL systems we state the 
following definitions concerning the derivations in an EOL system. 
Definition. Let G = (Z, P, (0, A) be an EOL system. Let X, Y cZ* and let f be a 
positive integer. 
(1) Then we define the following sets. 
I/,(X, Y,f) = {D: there exists a pair (x,y)~Xx Y such that D is a 
derivation of length I in G starting from x and 
leading to _JJ} .
9”/,t o(X, K I) = {DE V&X, Y, [): each x E itrace D contains at least one 
nonterminal}. 
(2) If mrl and for I Siam, DiC 9G(Xi,Z*,/) where x;EZ*, then <DlD2*.-D,> 
denotes the derivation DE 9&x,x2-.. x,, Z*, I) the derivation tree (forest) of which 
results from the derivation trees (forests) representing D,, D2, . . . . D, by putting them 
next to each other (in this order). 
The following definition formally describes the property we are dealing with. 
Definition. Let G = (2, cp, C&A) and G’ = (Z’, cp’, CD’, A ‘) be two EOL systems such that 
Z\d c Z’\A’, d s A’ and CT, = 0’. Then we define the property P, as follows. 
P,(G, G’) if and only if there exists a positive integer I such that for all IY-*@X 
there exists a DE & o,(a;x, I). 
Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. For any two EOL systems G = (2, @, ~$6) and G’= (Z’, p’, CO’, A’) such 
that .Z\ii c _??\A’, d c A’ and CB = o’ it is decidable whether or not P,(G, G’) holds. 
Proof. Let G and G’ be as in the statement of the theorem. We will construct an EOL 
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system G=(6, ~1, CL),, A,) such that P,(G, G’) if and only if o, satisfies a statement 
which will be proved to be decidable using our results concerning basic languages. 
Construction of G = (0, p, WI, A,) 
Let @ be given by the following productions: rc,, 7r2, . . ., rrS, where szz 1. Then 
-- 
f3= {[o, q,x]: creZ’, 1 si<s and xesub 1 2...lrhsnil>, 
and 
_- 
o,=[lhs rc,,rr,,l 2.../rhs rcI][lhs n2,n2,iZee.Irhs n21]... 
[lhs n,,n,,i Z...lrhs q)]. 
v, is defined as follows. 
(i) If [a, rci,x] E 19 and .4 E ~‘(a), then /1 E ~([a, z;,x]). 
(ii) If [a, ~r;,x] E B and alo2 . ..c~~~@(cr).k~l and for l~i~k,a;~Z’, 
then [a,, ni,x,][az, rri,x2]...[a~, q,x,J E ~([a, q,x]) whenever x=xIx2...xk. 
(iii) ~(0) contains no other elements. 0 
Hence intuitively speaking the EOL system G codes the following information. 
Let, e.g., ~;:a-‘o,a2”‘(rk be a production of G,kzl and for lsisk,a;EZ’. 
Furthermore, let [a, n;,j; . ..j.] E 8 where 1 ~j, 3,. Then [a, rc;,jj ...72J indicates that 
we try to simulate in G’ the production rci of G and moreover we have derived the 
symbol aeZ’ which “promises” to derive the subword aj;..ajz of rhs 71;. Hence 
inspecting o, and ~7, it must be rather clear that we try to simulate (in a parallel way) 
all productions of G using (coded versions of the) productions of G’. 
Construction of two basic languages K, and K2 
With each nonerasing production rc of G we associate a basic formula. 
If n equals a+a,al”‘alrhS n1 where for 1 sil lrhs 7~1, a,E_Zthen 
f-,(r) = me([a,, 71, f], 1, 0 A meUa2, 7-b 21, 1, <)A a.- 
Ame([qrhsnl,n, lrhs nll,LO 
Let fl,, (fl respectively) denote the set of all (nonerasing) productions of G and 
e’= e\ U alph r,(r) . 
nsrI > 
Then define 
and 
@l(t) = A r,(tW A ez(o,O, 
nen eel?’ 
@22(0= A v me([a, z, xl, 1,t) 
> 
A A me(60, t), 
ntn, kwEXII UC0 
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where for each ~~17, 
X,= ((0,x): aEZ’\d’,xEsub i 2..+hGq}. 
Finally let K, =L(@,(<)) and K2 =L(Q2(<)). 0 
Hence intuitively speaking a word w E 8* belongs to K, if and only if it contains all 
letters of 
{[a,n,T]:7~~Z7,1%i~(rhsnlandaistheithletterofrhs~c} 
and no other letters. A word w E 8* belongs to K2 if and only if it contains for each 
n E U,, at least one letter [o, ax] E 0 with CJ a nonterminal etter of G’. 
Construction of two sequences of languages 
We now apply the basic construction of Part I of our paper (see [2, Section 31) 
with lo, 0, K,, K2 as above and Q = (/1} to get two sequences of languages (K,,K,) 
u~~Q(K,,K~)=L,,L~ . .. . q 
Now we claim the following. 
Claim 1.1. P,(G, G’) if and only if there exists a positive integer 1 such that o1 EL,. 
Proof of Claim 1.1. The only if-part is trivial. 
To prove the if-part, assume wl EL, for some positive integer 1. Then Lemma 3.2 
from [2] implies that wi E f3* and there exists a derivation 
D: o1 yj u1 2 u2~ a.- : uI 
such that U/E K, and ui E K2 for 15 i< 1. Inspecting the form of Q2(e) and 9, it 
suffices to prove that u,=y with y=y,y,..._v, where for 1 5 i~s,y~=/i if rhs n;=/l, 
and 
if rhs TCi=Qi,ioi,2’**oi, irhs z,i #A and for 1 sjs lrhs XiI,oi,iEE. 
The fact that ul=y immediately follows from the following three observations: 
(i) the definition of @i(r) guarantees alph uI= aiph y, 
(ii) the definition of cp guarantees every letter occurs only once in u,, 
(iii) the definitions of p and wi guarantee all letters occur in uI precisely in the 
same order as they occur in y. 
Hence Claim 1.1 holds. 0 
Since G and the basic languages K,, K2 can be effectively constructed, the above 
claim together with Theorem 3.1 from [2] yield the theorem. 0 
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We will consider now the so called “one-to-many simulation” among EOL 
systems (forms). The decidability status of the problem is the basic open problem 
concerning the simulation of one EOL form by another (see, e.g., [I] and [6]). We 
demonstrate that the problem is decidable. The solution is based on a construction 
analogous to the one of Theorem 1.1. 
Definition (“One-to-many simulation”, see [6]). Let G= (z, q, Q, 6) and G’= 
(z’, p’, o’,A’) be two reduced EOL systems such that z\A c Z’\A’, 6 c A’ and 
Q = w’. Then we define the property P2 as follows. 
P2(Gr G’) if and only if there exists a positive integer I such that for all a dPx there 
exists a DE Po(o,x, I) such that if o’ *&ya.z, then for all (Di,DJ 
E 9&y,z*, I) x 9o(z,Z’$ I), 
< D,DD?, > E 2& o,(yaz,L”*, I). 
Theorem 1.2. For any two reduced EOL systems G= (2, p, Q, d) and 
G’= (2, qf, o‘, A’) such that ,F\d c _Y\A’, d L A’ and Q = w’ it is decidable whether 
or not P2(G, G’). 
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 and we will use the notations and 
definitions stated there. 
Construction ofH=(f?UQ v,Uy/, qo~, AI VA,) 
Let rS, q~, ml, A,, ZIZ and fl,, be as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let 
Q= {[a, rc, 21: oe_JC”, rr~ZZ,,,Z~suro(lhs n)}, 
A2= ([a, n, Z] EO: CTEA’}, 
and w2= w,,o,~ *** wXS where for 15 ils, 
(i) if 0 E suro(lhs ri), then oni= A, 
(ii) if 0 $ suro(lhs rci) = {Z,, Z,, . . ..Zt}. t? 1 with for 1 IjS t, Zj= {aj,*,oj,2, 
. . . . oj,Q}, /jr 1, then 
%q= ]ol,lt ri9 Glbl.2, ni9 m-*b1,,p n;, Z,l[a2,1, q, Z,l[a2,2, 7?;, Z,]**. 
bz,/,, xi9 -72l***kJ,1, nit Z,l[q2, n;, -ql-.[a,,,, n;,Zt]. 
The finite substitution w is defined as follows. 
(i) If [a, II, Z] E Q and A E ~‘(a), then A E ~([a; rc, Z]). 
(ii) If [a, n, Z] E Q and cr,cz2 **.~~k~#(cr), kll and for Isis/c, aie,?Y’, then 
]oi, n,zl[az, rr, 4.--[ah II, 4 E ~([a, n, Zl). 
(iii) w(O) contains no other elements. 0 
Intuitively speaking for each production rr, w, codes the necessary information 
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concerning the possible surroundings of lhs X;I+Y simulates the effect of applying 
production of cp’ to the first argument of an element of Q, but “preserving” the 
“surrounding information”. 
Construction of the languages R, and I?2 
Let @t(r) and &(<) be as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let 
$(?J= %@A A me(o,O,O, 
OEfJ 
and 
ao= A ( ( V oLZ)EX, CL% 4 t x, me([o, 71, xl, 1, Ov ..y,, me([a, II, Zl, LO / >> 
A A ( ( V me(b, n, xl, 40 7TEX2 kw)EX, >> 
A ( A me(o,O,O , oesua > 
where 
XI = ((7~~ z):71 EZ&t, 0 $ sur&lhs n) and Z E sur&lhs n)}, 
X2={7~~IZ~:0~sur,(lhs n)}, 
and for each 7~ EIZ, 
X,=((a,x): oE_E’\d’andxEsub i 2..=lrhs nj}. 
Finally RI =L(&r(O), R,=L(62(<)), Z?t = 8*Q*fl RI andRZ= 8*Q*fl Rz. Observe 
that Rr and Kz are Q-positive languages. 0 
Hence intuitively speaking a word w E 8*0* belongs to f?, if and only if its B-part 
belongs to K, (see the proof of Theorem 1.1). A word w E 8*52* belongs to K2 if and 
only if the following conditions hold. 
(i) For every 71 E I7, such that 0 E suro(lhs 7~) (thus w’* &lhs n), w contains at 
least one nonterminal etter [a, IC, x] E 8. 
(ii) For every II E I7, such that 0 $ sur&lhs TC) and every possible ZE suro(lhs n) 
(thus 0” &u(lhs n)v with (alph u (lhs n)v)\{lhs 7~>= Z), w contains at least one 
nonterminal etter [a, 7r, x] E 13 or at least one nonterminal etter [a, 71, Z] E 52. 
Construction of two sequences of languages 
We now apply the basic construction of Part I of our paper (see [2, Section 31 with 
p, w, 6, Q I?, and 172 as above to get two sequences of languages e(i?,,$) and 
5(R&=L,,L2... 0 
Now we claim the following. 
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Claim 1.2. P2(G,G’) if and only if there exists a positive integer I such that otc~~~ E L,. 
Proof of Claim 1.2. The only if-part is trivial. 
To prove the if-part assume w102 EL, for some positive integer 1. Then Lemma 
3.2 from [2] implies the existence of a derivation 
such that for all derivations 
D’: w2;vv,7v27.“-7v[, 
upI E K, and uivi E Kz for 1~ i< 1. 
Again as in Theorem 1.1 we can prove uI = y (y is defined as in the proof of 
Claim 1.1). Then inspecting &2(r), v, and I+V, the claim immediately follows. 0 
The effectiveness of all above constructions then yields the theorem. 0 
We end the section by considering a property closely related to P2 which is defined 
as follows. 
Definition. Let 15 = (2, @, Q, 6) and G’= (Z, cp’, w’, d’) be two reduced EOL systems 
such that Z\a c Z’\d’, d cd’ and cij = cu’. Then P;(G, G’) if and only if there exists 
a positive integer I such that for all (Y -+@ x there exists a DE pGf(a, x, I) such that if 
Q *,?yaz then for all (Dl, DZ)~ V&y,Z’*, /)x9&&Z’*, I), 
(0,002) E L/,,.,(yczz, Z’*, I). 
Observe that clearly P2(G, G’) implies P;(G, G’), but in general the converse does 
not hold. We immediately get the following result. 
Corollary 1.1. For any two reduced EOL systems G= (2, I$?, ~,d) and 
G’= (Z’, p’, a’, A’) such that z;\n c Z’\A’, d c A’ and Q = o’ it is decidable whether 
or not P;(G, G’). 
Proof. Replace suro(lhs n) by sur&lhs n) in the proof of Theorem 1.2. 0 
2. Controlled derivations 
Before discussing next “concrete” decidability questions concerning EOL 
systems, we present some general results concerning derivations in an EOL system 
“controlled by a sequence of basic languages” which are also interesting on its own. 
First we need the following definition which makes the notion “controlled by a 
sequence of basic languages” precise. 
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Definition. (i) Let G = (Z, P, w, A) be an EOL system and 
ro: K,,Ki,Kz,Ki ,..., K,,Ki, ~21 
a finite sequence of basic languages over 2. Then 
D: ~~~1,1~~1,2~~~~~~l,i,~~2,1~~2,2~~~~~~2,i*~~~~~~US,I~ 
4.2 2 **' 2 4, is* 421 for 15j5s 
is called a (K,, K;, Kz, K;, . . . . KS, Ki)-derivation in G or a To-derivation in G if for 
1cj5s,u,,iJEK;,andfor lrjls,lrp<i,,Uj,pEKj. 
(ii) Let m L 1, s 11 and for 1 5 j I m let G(j) = (Z(j) , I@, co(j), Au)) be EOL systems 
such that their alphabets are mutually disjoint. For 1 ijlm, let rj: Kj, ,, KJ, ,, 
Kj,2vK;,2, **.v Kj,nKj,, be a sequence of basic languages over Z(j). Further, for 
15j5m let 
Dj: ,(j) *u. 
&I 1, ‘3 ‘&) * uj,~I,~c~~“‘~,u,uj~~,~cci, 1, ““‘2,1c~,~j,2,2~“‘~uj,2,i. &’ GO) I.2 
~,“‘~,“j,,l,~luj,~,2~‘,“‘~,uj,~,~,~ 
be a rj-derivation such that for 1 ~p<s, uj,p,G p~ Ki,p and 
for 1 Spas, 1 Sq<ij,,, ‘J, P, 4 ’ KJ, P . 
Then WI, 02, . . . . D,) is called (tr, TV, . . . . r,)-controlled if 
for 1 Sjlrn, 1 SpSs, ijp = t1,p. q 
Then we have the following two results. 
Lemma 2.1. For any EOL system G= (_?I, CJI,, o A) and a sequence so of basic 
languagesover& to:K,,K;,K2,K; ,..., KS, Kl, s 2 1, it is decidable whether or not 
there exists a To-derivation in G. 
Proof. Let G and to be as in the statement of the lemma. 
Consider the following sequence of basic languages (which can be effectively 
computed, see Corollary 3.1 from [2]). 
M,=gz(rp,K,,K:), 
and for 1 si<s, 
Then obviously there exists a ro-derivation in G if and only if w E MI. Since clearly 
it is decidable whether or not o EM,, the lemma holds. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let rnz 1, sz 1 andfor 1 sjsrn let Gti)=(~;),loO‘),oCi),dCi)) be EOL 
systems such that their alphabets are mutually disjoint. For 15 j5 m let ‘Sj: 
Kj,~~K~,1,Kj,~2,K;,2r *.*> Kj,s, K;,S be a sequence of basic languages over Z(j). Then it is 
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decidable whether or not there exist Dj, rj-derivations in G(j), 1 rjc m, such that 
(D,,Dz, . . . . 0,) is (r,, r2, . . . , r,,,)-controlled. 
Proof. Using the above notations define the EOL system H= (Z, p, o, A) where 
z= c ,$j), d = il, do’), $I= ij pci) 
, 
~=oJn”@)...&)(“)* 
,=I j=l J=I 
Assume that for 15 jlrn, 1 opus, Kj,p =L(cP$<)) and K! =L(YU)(r)) where 
@F)(t) and Y$)(<) are basic formulas. Then for 1 up 5s let 
JSP P 
K,=L( ,4, @:)W) and KL=L( :, !Pj/)(c)). 
Then define the following sequence of basic languages (which can be effectively 
computed, see Corollary 3.1 from [2]). 
M, = gz(v1, K,, K:), 
and for 1 ~p<s, 
M,-,=g=(~,K,-,,K~-,nM,-,+,). 
Obviously there exist Dj, rj-derivations in Go), 15 j I m, such that (D1, 4, . . . ,D,) 
is (TV, rz, . . . . r&-controlled if and only if w EM,. Since clearly it is decidable whether 
or not o E M,, the lemma holds. 0 
We will prove now two decidability results concerning derivations in EOL systems 
which make use of the two previous lemmas. These properties are formally defined 
now. 
Definition. (i) Let G = (2, v, w, d) be an EOL system, x E Z+, y E Z* and I a positive 
integer. Then we define the property P3 as follows. 
P,(G,x, y, I) if and only if w =zuxv for some u, v E Z* and there exist 
DE 9o(x, y,f), D1 E QG(u,Z*, I), D2e C+(v,Z*, I)such that (D1DD2)~ ~Y”~o(uxv,Z*, I). 
(ii) Let G=(Z, p, Q, d) and G’= (Z’, @, w’, d’) be two EOL systems such that 
Z\d rF\/l:d cd’ and Q = w’. Then we define the property P4 as follows. 
P4(G, G’) if and only if there exist a positive integer I such that for all (Y+@ x, 
P,(‘X a: x, 0. 
Then we have the following results. 
Theorem 2.1. For any EOL system G = (2, CJ, Q, A), x E ,E’+, y E Z*, it is decidable 
whether or not there exists a positive integer I such that P3(G,x, y, 1). 
Proof. Let x = al a2 . ..a.,y=P,P2...Pm,n>0,rnr0 where for 1 ri(n,cr;E,Fand for 
1 liSm,P,EZ. 
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First construct the EOL system G = (2, rp, &A) where S is a new symbol, 
z=.zu {S}, A =d, p(a)=@(a) if aE.Zand &Q=(Q). 
Construction of the EOL system G’ = (Z, I#, S’, A’) 
Let Z’=ZUZ, _ZflZ=0, 
-- 
L?={[o,i,w,w’j: aEZ,iiE{1,2},wEsub 12...iiand w’~subTZ~~~fi}, 
A’=AU{[u,i,w,w’]E_J?:~EA), and S’=[S,I,x,y]. 
cp’ is defined as follows. 
(i) If o E Z, then #(a) = ~(a). 
(ii) If [a, i, w, w’] E_F? and A E ~(a) then also A E #([a, i, w, w’]). 
(iii) If [a,i, w, w’] ~zaand ~~~~~~~~~~ q(a),k> 1 and YjeJY for 1 ~j~k, we have to 
consider several cases. 
(iii.1) i= 1. 
(iii.l.1) If w=iZ...it, then 
Yly2+..yq- lbq, i’, wq, %J[v,+ 1, i’, wq+ 1, wb+ d...[y,, i’, w, $1 
where i’E{1,2}, ~~~~~~~,w=w~w~+,~~~w,w’=w$w~+,~~~w~ and, for q<j<r, - - 
W,E{1,2,..., 
- - 
A}*and wj~{1,2 ,..., m}*. 
(iii. 1.2) If w = i Z...S for some 1 cs < n, then do as in (iii. 1.1) except that now 
lsqrr=k. 
(iii.l.3) If w=@s+ 1)s.a~ with 1 <scn then do as in (iii.l.1) except that now 
l=qcrsk. 
(iii.l.4) If w=@+ l)=..r with l<s~t<n or if w=A then do as in (iii.l.1) 
except that now 1 = q I r = k. 
(iii.2) i = 2. Do as in (iii. 1.1) except that now always i’= 2 and 1 = q 5 r = k. 0 
The idea behind the construction of G’ is to simulate derivations of G and in this 
simulation the symbols of 2 have the following meaning. Let, e.g., 1 ISC t cn, 
1 Ss’St’Srn and [a, l,S...r,s’... f’] ES, then this symbol codes the following 
information: we try to simulate S=, @=+$uxv and we have derived the symbol u 
which “promises” to derive the subword cr,...a, of x and later on the subword 
/3,,...& of y. If [a, 2, W,S’... P] ES@ and t’ as above), then this symbol codes the 
following information: we try to simulate x* 6 y and we have derived the symbol o 
which “promises” to derive the subword /3,, . . . /It, of y. 
Construction of a sequence of basic languages 
We will construct now a sequence of basic languages to “control” the derivations 
in G’. Let 
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Z,=([o;,2,;w’]EZ: iE{1,2 )...) n]), 
c,={[a,i,w,w’]EZ-: i=2}, 
and 
&={[a,2,3~~:i~{1,2 ,..., n},j~{1,2 ,..., m}} ifm>O. 
Then 
and 
A A ez(a, <)A A me(a,O,O if rn>O; 
UEf\Z, otP 
otherwise 
Finally for i = 1,2 let Ki =L(@;(Q) and K: = L( Y;(r)). 0 
Clearly if there exists a (K,, K’,, K2, K$)-derivation in G’, one can easily verify that 
P,(G,x,y, I) for some positive integer 1. Conversely, if P3(G,x,Y, I) for some positive 
integer /, then a (K,,K;,Kz,K$)-derivation in G’ can be constructed. Hence from 
Lemma 2.2 the theorem follows. 0 
Theorem 2.2. For any two EOL systems G = (2, q’, c&d) and G’= (Z‘, qf, w’, A’) such 
that z\a C C’\A’, d C A’ and Q = 4, it is decidable whether or not P4(c, G’). 
Proof. Let G and G’ be as in the statement of the theorem and let S be a new 
symbol. Then define G, = (Et, @t, S, d) and G; = (Xi, q~;, S, A’) where Zt =zlJ {S}, 
&=_Z’U{S}. For each ~E~,@~((.x)=~(LT) and for each cr~Z’,~;(a)=~‘(a). 
Furthermore p,(S) =p;(S) = (S, a}. Then a combination of the arguments of the 
proofs of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 yields the theorem. 0 
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